
 

MetalGate Massacre vol.6: Grand Finale ahead 

The sixth installment of the bands contest MetalGate Massacre is coming to a close. On 

Thursday, February 18, 2016, the Prague-based club Modrá Vopice witnessed the conclusion of 

the contest’s basic leg on the third basic round that brought the battle between Teralodon, Drunk 

with Pain and LateXjesuS. Unfortunately, this time as well the fourth competing band, Gun 

Alchemy, bailed out of the battle.  

Compared to the previous rounds, the third one had greater fan attendance, which was to the 

betterment of things and surely appreciated by all bands present that delivered great performances.  

The result was decided again through voting of the fans present, as well as of the expert committee 

composed of Růžena Šmejkalová (representative of the Artellery creative division), Bohouš Němec 

(music journalist, Radio 1 and Radio Beat anchor), Chymus (frontman of Antigod), Michal Samiec 

(sound engineer, bass guitarist, editor of the Muzikus magazine) and Luboš „LooMis“ Maule (editor 

of the MarastMusic.com e-zine). 

And the outcome? With 21 votes in total, LateXjesuS took the first place. The second place was 

gained by Drunk with Pain with 20 votes in total. And the final third place went to Teralodon with 

12 votes in total.  

To the Grand Finale are thus advancing LateXjesuS as the round winner, as well as Drunk with 

Pain as the so-called second best place, that is, a band that scored the highest number of votes on the 

second place of all basic rounds (to compare, Vanguard on the first and Notion Deep on the second 

round both gained 14 votes). Congrats!  

The basic leg is done and now the Grand Finale of the sixth installment is ahead, taking place 

Thursday, March 3, 2016, again in Modrá Vopice. This last battle that shall decide the overall winner 

of this year’s MGM shall bring the clash between AGASSIZ, MELTDOWN, LATEXJESUS and 

DRUNK WITH PAIN!  

As a reminder, the prizes include music video production, studio recording session, band 

merchandise manufacture and more.  

We begin at 20:00. Doors at 19:00. Free entrance as usual!  

This time, everything in on the line! See you there!  

www.metalgate.cz 

http://www.metalgate.cz/

